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/J(}
~ INVESTIGATION OF

WELDED SEAT ANGLE CONNECTIONS

by

Inge Lyse* and Norman G.SchreinerolBE-

------------.-----

SYNOPSIS

~e following ~port presents the results ~ te.ts
~~l~·~)

of ~a1JJf6~seat angle test specimens and the corre-
r'~) ~IV'--~

lative tests of,·· ull sizef\C onnections. top -the purpose of>

eleterminieg the €If,footo of the manY' JTSpia'tMes G~ the-etl''Emgth

(.)f tf.te.-connoMi"em'". The test specimens c onsist~of two angles

welded along the -ends of the vertical legs to either side of,

a plate With the load applied at three different positions on

the outstanding leg. The full size connections were built up

of stub columns with the seat angles welded thereon in the

manner described above, and a twenty-inch I-beam support~dday
, ()N~~

the outstanding legs being held in place by tack welds",between

the flange and the outstanding leg.

/!'~hr~ ults of the investigation show ~~~1:*

r13f ~i~ th1thickness of the angle, the location of the
. ".

:re·sultant reaction, or. the beam, Q) Q::;;:( dC@lJ'if3 the length

of the vertical leg of the angle ~b,",lJ. &S the strength of the
,.-..,~ , "..

weld ~ eiJaka:-ei't'!t5 the total resistance of the seat angle con-

nection. The high concentration of stress at the end of the

'beam and its effect upon the effective lev.cr arm is' pointed out .

.- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
,IE- Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials

Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

olHE- American Bureau of Welding Research Fellow
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
in Immediate Charge of Seat Angle Investigation

•



~
In general, the failure of this type of c onnection ~"gradual

and would merely cause excessive deflection of the beam~

1'1 lI!tiJI~ rather than a crash of the structure. While the

tests were stopped slightly beY9nd the load required to frac-

be car-

this con-

"-If ,rr 'W. ~

~,

necti'bh can carry,



I. I11TRODUC'l ION

1. Ackno!ledgm~ - This investigation was carried

on as one of the projects of the Structural Steel yIelding

Corroni ttee of the· American Bureau of YIeld ing in cooperation

with Lehigh University, using the facilities of the Fritz

Engineering Laboratory. The·· stee.l necess ary was furnished

tudies by means of photoelasticity..th

through the courtesy of the Bethlehem Steel Company and all

fabrication wrsdon'i.in the laboratory shop. Acknowledgmen~
1,A4~

~6~giilllll!iili••m".I;e~~~1to all members of the Structural Steel

v;elding Committee for their many helpful suggestions and

criticisms and particularly to the Chairman Mr.L.S.Moisseiff,

Messrs. E.H.Ewertz, H.H.Moss, H.M.Priest and W.Spraragen~

~:~~A.. ~
~Mr.C.H.Mercer, Consulting Engineer, McClintic-Marshall Cor-

poration and Mr.V.E.Ellstrom, Man~~r~~~~ng,

Bethlehem Steel Company for~~le 8~, to Mr.C.C.

Keyser, Assista.nt in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory and

Professor C.D.Jensen of the Department of Civil Engineering

for their ~valuable assi.stance and cooperati~n, and to

Mr.D.M.Stewart, Research Fellow in Civil Engineering for

.. 2. Purpose of the Invest~~Q!! - .. The investigation

of welded seat angles was made in order to obtain experi

mental information from which a rational theory of design

could be evolved for their economic use in welded struc-
----_.._-----

tures. ('ltv aila19~ , i teratll re &f10WS" 11 t tie Ifff'Dt 11~ im'J~ Ill.

~~fl-u..c.h.-dfiS:ign lljl ::t:&"8"MJ-. In general seat angles are

used in two ways in structures·,..-"~
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(a) As an erection seat~ for the purpose of sup-
~ .1,

porting the end of the beam during erection and prior to

the attachwent of the' web angles WhiCh~ the end reac

tion. Used in this way, the strength~ only'be suffi-

cient to preclude construction failure or damage in transit.

(b) As a load carrying member,transferring the end

react ion of the beam to the column. . Used thus' the beam
'. -

which they support must be held against lateral as well as

verticaldfspla.-cement. If the beam supports a rigid floor-

ing,. such as a concrete slab, it may be considered as ade-

quately supported laterally. However, if the beam supports

a more flexible floor or is a member of an open framework,

lateral support 1s ne~sarY~m~eo~b~

~%a~~~~p~
Mi:t:::~a0 ::fridere&a;g~Xfiilag-

•..mem1>.-.~~~en. pimlIy latera~
~t-8:}:}.~j,.'t7a-e-J:e-flrr-a"C""cre"pt":tng-a-~~t~&P

~~~~Eh-

II. GENERAL STATEIVIENT OF THE' PROBLEM

While there are many varieties of, beam seats, and

structural welding engineers are'~and 'using new

forms whenever the opportunity presents itself, this in-

vestigat:1,on has been confined to the simplest possible type,

and the one most wide'ly used at present, namely -a .simple

angle seat welded to_the column by means ~vertical fillet

welds at each end of the vertical leg,~~e lower flange
~_.. _-



~~
of the supported beamAwelded or bolted to

leg of the angle. This type of beam seat

- 3

the out stand ing

is also in common

the column.

use in riveted structures, and the res'ults· of th~ investi

gation apply equally well to these angles, with necessary

corrections due to the different manner of attachment to

~
The problem of the"seat angle iJypc .. connection

is illustrated in Fig.l, and may be divided into three parts.

I

!

.

. .,--L_

SHEAI2. IN VEI2TICP>.L PLANE
SHEAR IN WELD

r-:

B[ND1N~ Of ANGLE LON~ITUDINALLY

TENSION IN UPPER PART Of WELD

I
/---i--,' I

BENDIN~ or OUTSTANDING £. VERTICAL WjS\
TEN510N IN UPPER PART Of WELD

NOTE.:- SOLID LINES INDICA.TE
POSITION Of ANqLE UNDEIt
NO LOAD; DOTTED LINES
INDICATE DEfLLCTED POS
ITION UNDEIt LOAD.

s .

Fig.l. Illustration of the Seat Angle Problem.

~e to the reaction of the load on the angle, there is a

vertical shear imposed on the weld causing a downward de-

flection,~ or1g1i1&1 ""~.. of; U.i "'!ll:1~Due to
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the moment Wa (see Fig .21.), the outstanding leg bends d oV'!n-

ward and the vertical le~ bends away fr~_c.olumn at the

heel of the ang '~Jfor a short distance ~ the ends of
jII4'/l~ ffp

the angle the~erti~}eg~t§~~1~4e~~~r~Q~11~le~l~j~~~j~r~t~b~e~=,~¥~~~from

outward,~ntroducesa WarPing~Aebe~~~
~~~~~~. 'This action of the vertical leg requires that

a corresponding compressive reaction exist towards the toe

of this leg of the angle,;.. The compression between the back

of the vertical leg and the face of the column introduces

an upward frictional force offsetting part 'of the vertical

load ~nd reducing the downward deflection due to the ver-
t~

tical shear strain in the weld. h-----------
(f!)~e- iil:i ips '"0o'Aa3:--~ie~~e~B:iE1e led :to s 1sfirt-.....-t-;-~~

angle acts as a short, stubby beam, elastically restrained

at the ends by the weld. -This causes a greater deflection
.~

at ~he center than at the'ends and further modifies the

shape of the outstanding leg.
. ~~

The ~l~~~~~_angle/bend under

the reaction whiCh tCIH108~to be concentrated on an area under

the web. The amount of this bending is determined by the

relative stiffness of the flange and the outstanding leg.

Since the flanges are also fastened to the outstanding leg,

the two act more or less as a unit and the state of stress

in the outstanding leg is altered.
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Tne stress condition in the weld itself is ratner

complex and is a combination of vertical shear and bending

in two directions. The vertical shearing stress is' of small

importance except in certain combinations of angle and weld,

--. while the determining factors are the~2J" _3 ':M j g

stresses set up by the bending moments.

(1) The types of speci-
~

mens designated~Series A and Series B. Series A wa. de-

signed ¢li o'P&t'T- to permit the study of each variable in tum
y--

at a minimum of expense ~'I':1?!e! tl!m>, while Series.. B con-
• '!"Ioo.o

sisted of full size beam "§Ii column connections, permitting
~t9

the correlation of the results on the ~~1~ specimens with

thV} obtai~inac~practic¥~~~_~~Si}tedof

~"eRtiy~r BPe~j;me~1\Series BOf~ ;;L', f_

s-=ew " ... in...., te lJ8 ms ,1'
(a) Serie~! - A simple, balanced test specimen

was prepared as shown· in Fig.2~ consisting ot a central

plate, on either side of which the angles were welded, care

being taken to place them directly opposite to each other.

The angles were loaded symmetrically through rollers thus

avoiding the necessity of taking care of any eccentricity.
'-

(b) Series B consisted of a 20" loading beam (I 20a

81.4 lb.) 18'. 0-1/2" long resting on seat angles 8" long,

which in turn were welded to stub columns made up of 10" H





Fig. ~~- Test No.1 etup Ready For T8~ting
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the end connections and gage
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shows

shows the details of

stpainea fIlum Llpp:tng unael' bhe loa~y elif)'S et:l"l6 _1:!:!:=d::t:&lW$&X:

~GoVm-l;).e"rt'S' acting on--erre-bTa'C'k-a&Rge ~-S"t·U"~~

rp.ae-g&f>-ee.t.\v.e.en-'&\:lce-:f.l.9!Ete-e-fl-~e-e~mnn-~d-t;.he-e,:arl:.b.f:t;:'t:te:a

~~m""wa1SIi!"'~"'~i!~4iCil~. The lower flange of the beam was

welded or bolted to the outstanding leg of the angle.

(c) Welding - The 'welding was performed in the

laboratory shop under direct supervision. The operator

passed the qualification tests of the Structural Steel Vield-

ing Committee, Americ~elding.
-frv. fI,.. : . e:#~ ,. .. .-J

roaxwaS~ightlY-Coated wire, conforming to
£40~

tion Class iirA, of,5/32'<t and 3/16" diameter.

The welding

AWS Specifi ca

The D.C. arc

characteristics were, voltage 17 to '19, amperes 165 to 200,

dependent on the rod diameter ~Z:_dlji»e of the work. The
~~~~~~

avera~e strength of theAqualification specimens was 13,250

Ib ;per linear inch,for 3/8[1 'Nelds aRg 21.;60D::::Lb... PeT liHeo:a"I

'" . -L R.Jnc.b fo~he ~?2 ovcles tCBberl1 -C'OTY'e'G:\;,-eft tOt' oversized
" ,

dimensions. The required average streng~h per linear inch

was 12,000 lb. ~d -3::9-;00:0 I b re§pect,veJ~ 'e.t?~~
Where multilayer welding was spec!fied the previ~'

layers were carefully cleaned of scale by means of a stiff

wire brush and file.

The welds were carefully gaged and without exception

were within the designed limits of minus 0, plus l/a". A
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rigid spee1fication and procedure control was laid out and

followed in consequence of which uniform results were ob-

tained. Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining per

fect ruSl0~w:~e::the heel ~f the angle and th,e .W1.a:-te but
~~~~~10 0' ~~ ~
f en-fy-trrrEfe--ml4 T--ta-:l!!e~:i:-~~~Er-~~~1Q.S-
~~~~,

(d) Angles - The angles were of stock size, cut

on a power saw to lengt~~ 6'f 8" !- 1/16". The outstanding leg

in all cases was4t1
, while the vertical leg was 4",6" or 8".

The thickness varied from -1/2" to Ill. The -angles were

clamped to the plate preparatory to welding, care being

taken so that the outstanding legs were parallel to the bear

ing edge of the plate.

(e) Specime~Nomenclature - In designating the

specimens, a combination of letters and numbers was used

as follows:

Specimens of Series A used the series letter fol

lowed by four numbers for identificati on, those of Series B

used the series letter followed by three numbers. For

example: A 444-2

the series to which the specimen

the' length of the vertical leg of
in inches.

thickness of the angle in eighths

size of the fillet weld in eighths
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7/t."11 2 - indicates the lever arm at which the test
was made, 1 indicating a 1.2" lever arm
while 2 and 3 indicate 2 11 and 3" lever arms
respectively. This final figure was omitted
in the specimens of Series B since the exact
location of the resultant load was unknown.
In this paper the term,lever arm will signify
th~ di~t~nce from the back of the angle to
the point 'of applicat\ion of the load and will
be designated by "a". See Fig.~ 2.. J

(2) Factors Studied - The following factors affect

ing the behavior o! the connection were studied~ tic.

(a) Effect of the moment arm of the load,
both in longitudinal and lateral direc
tion.

(b) Effect of the~tfiickness of ,the angle.

(c) Effect, of the length of vertical leg of
the angle.

(d) Effect of the size -of weld.

(e)~~~~~?/h~
(f) ~:~:;tr~~eo:~:eO~e:~~:~~:i:~
·~ ..ft~__ '~~Y'

(3) Description of Loading Rig !nd Gaging Device~

(a) Series A - The specimens of Series A were

tested in the 300,000-lb. or the 800,OOO-lb. capacity test

ing machines in the Fritz Engineering Laboratory. The load
~~ ,'YJf,f 2-j

was applied through an adjustable loading rig~consisting of

a top section of two stee:"y~a~e~_! ,~t?-e_ top one of which 1:1 ya,o.A

channeled to clear the belt heads .. 'I'he' lower plate a ~
\

slotted along the center line to provide easy adjust~ent of

the vertical legs on which it res~ The vertical legs~
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held in any desired position by means of cap bolts passing
".~

through the slots in the plate above into the vertical legs.

~-F;iogwaa,..}• The load was applied by the head of the

machine through a spherical bearing block resting on the top

plate.

The method of holding the 1" diameter rollers through

which the load was applied was changed three times as require

ments indicated. In the first type, Fig.! used only on

Spe cimen A ..4~3r.;i" the bott om of the vertical Ie gs of the

loading rig wer~ plane and rested on the rOllers) which were

thus free to roll, being restrained only by light spring

steel fingers. Due to the outward deflection o;;:;;~~t

standing legs, the secondary horizontal force .,~the

vertical legs of the loading rig apart/thus increasing the

lever arm. To correct this defect, two 3/4" diameter bolts

were introduced as shown -in Fig .~, thus holding the vertical

legs of the loading rig in position until the welds fractured,

at which point the deflection of the outstanding legs in

creased materially and the bolts generally yielded slightly.

The maximum increase in lever arm due to this effect aver-
J~~

age~A9%, with a maximum increase of 16% in the case of speci-

men A 864-1. Below the load at which the weld fractured the

nominal lever arm was maintained as closely as could be ob

served. In this set-up the rolle rs were still free to roll

and the horizontal restraining force on the outstanding leg

of the angles was considered ne~ligible. This type of load-
IJH:J~'"1!1.Y3-~ .

ing was used on specirOO~ 444', A 643', A 654",and A 444al.



s-
Fig. - Side View of First Loading Rig and

Ames Dials.
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Fig.1 - End View of Final Loading Rig Show

ing Bolts Restraining the Vertical
Legs and V Grooves.

- 13
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In the third set-up, the rollers were restr~ineq ~

~~ '''iF/)
in V's cut in the bottom of the vertical legs. This con-

struction prevented the rollers~~d introduced

a horizontal restraining force counteracting the tearing
. . ~

e ffe ct -at 'bAe ]t£eJlte:fit~ the top 0 f the weld. a-nd chaflg1rIg

~. ~e magn:itude of this hOI'lzontal:: ferce eepends on

.th.ef..p.:t-&t-:l:en-dEWe"r0'~d-b"e""tWeenthe ro11e r ana-emr-t-of)-f-a-ee

O'f t-Ae @lltstapdj De .~. ···ana rs-e st-:tmat'e-J-t"o-b'e-b"'Eft'W~~t; Wo
the -

": ~~t?,ji~~o"fh:~.~W~e&'!ootU.~J'~
l~dI,;g .:V'i/'a~s""1.l1ls...,e'a on~,.8::;klt)1ne J'e:JiltZ±1"'.:ingspecimeps of Seri es-·,k;' .....

. . ~

The load was applied over the' full 8 tl length of

the ang),e:l~"all specimens except A 644x4nd A644 Y,(ere

the loading was through a roller 1 inch and 3 inches long

respectively. These rollers were centered longitudinally

on the outstanding leg and observations were made at 3, 2

t:l.pd 1.2 inch lever arms .
... ,>::;;.:',;

(b) O'bse'rvations - Measurements of the downward de-

flection of the outstanding leg were taken at measured in

tervals by two groups of four Ames dials, each~ gage

line~ one inch in from each end of the angle. The plungers

of the dials were extended as necessary by means of hardened

steel pins. The two dials closest to the vertical leg read

~::~.'OOl-ii~nCh 'Whi,le the outer two dials of each group were

fIIE~t-EH=~.. too only 0.001 inch. Figf shows the arrangement
1

of these d,ials.
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The slope of the outstanding leg was ~ measu~ed

.@llla!-~!t::LC::::Ws:::;l~~b_iI:iiliillM!IJ"..re by, me ans of a Ieve 1 bar 0 f 1-1/2" bas e

line, a micrometer reading to O.OOOl-inch and a bubble sen

sitive to micrometer changes of 0.0002-inch. The slope

readings, therefore, should not be in error greater than

one minute of arc.

outward strains in the top end of the welds were

measured with Huggenberger Tensometers using the half-inch

gage length on Specimens A 444~, A 44~ A 643~, A 644~

and A 654.,-. The weid /yfirst piled up slightly during

fabrication and then -£:...I&iJ- off flUS~ outstanding

legs of the angle. One knife ed~~as set on the weld metal

and the other on the plate, the half-inch gage length being

divided equally between the weld and the plate.

Five tensometers equally spaced along the toe of

the vertical leg of the angle measured the downward deflec

tions of the angle with respect to the plate. Figure ~

shows a set-up ready for testing with tensometers on both

angle~while in most tests~groups of Ames dials were

placed on one test angle t"'re the five tensormters wa:e

1'1 B 'il''?on the oppos ite angle.

(c) For Serie s B the 20" I beam was loaded at the

quarter points. A set of Ames dials measured the dovmward

deflections of the outstanding leg of one of the test angles
~

weiGe five ~iS;;;e~ tensometers measured the total down-

.ward deflections of the other test angle. Strains in the
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beam flange and s lip between the- tes.tangle and the beam

end were measured on both sid-es of each end over a lOft gage

length with a Whittemore strain gage reading to O.OOOl-inch~ -
.......----

The deflection of tne beam at the center was measured by the

mirror, scale and wire method. The tilting of the columns

was measured by a level bar or: 3" base line at six gage

points on the back of the column flange. ae~2bErofrnt-::ig.

In both series of tests the specimens were completely

The load was applied at athe yield

coated with a thin mixture of hydrated lime and water i~

order to better observe ·strain lines and. cracking.

4. Test Procedur~ - . _ -~

~a) Ser!es...!.-- Iie."xn~~wer.
taken at three lever arms on each specimen, namely 3, 2 and

1.2 11 in succession, up to the yield point of the specimen as

determined by disproportionate deflection and/or by cracking

or spaling of the whitewash. The increments of load

such that approximately six points would be obtained

0.05 inches per minute. In the case of the 3" and 2" lever
~~oo.d~~~~~

arms, the load was~ slowly released~~dt~he rollers~

moved in to the next shorter lever arm. In the case of the

1.2" lever arm ~- the instruments were removed after the

yield point was reached and the load continuously applied

until the conclusion of the test. Observations were made

of the scaling of the whitewash on the angle and welds and

.f the cracking of the welds at the top end. The test was

·ccncluded when the specimen refused to take any further
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load without· excessive deflection, at which time the heel

of the angle h~nt away from the plate approximate

ly 3/8 of an inch. Final observations were made as to the

location of the rollers, and the general appearance of the

we ld s and' angle.

(b) Ser!es B - Readings on the instruments were

taken from an initial ~!lDg load in small increments up

to the final load. The speed of the head of the machine

was 0.05 11 per min. Observations were made with respect to

scaling of the whitewash in any part of the specimen with

particular attention paid to the behavior of the welds.

IV. TEST DATA

1. Physical Properti~Qf Materials - Two tensile

specimens were cut from each angle used in the investigatio~

and observations made of the yield point as determined by

the drop of the beam, ultimate strength, elongation in 2 tl
,

reduction in area and modulus of elasticity in accordance

with A.S.T.M. Specification A 9-33: The results are pre-

sented in Table I. Eac'h value~is the average of the two
~ ~~U-~ ./_~

specime~s mentioned above. ~ 7:;J~"'Af!. J-I - ~

~~ 3 2., n-O to til,~ II-,r" J';";'
~~~~~altsv~
~~~~.~ ,.4-' I

-<
fwd·

()
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TABLE I

~Physical Properties of Steel in the Seat Angles

Size of Yield' Ultimate %'Elonga- % R~du¢- Modulus
Angle Point Strength tion in tibn of of Elas-

2 inches
'. 'r

Area ticity
inches Ib./in~ Ib./in.2 /2lb. in.

( 1 ) (2 ) (3 ) (4 ) (5) (6 )
-- - -- ---

4x4xl/2 32 400 58 510 37.0 69.3 29 650 000

4x4x3/4 35 750 64 700 38.0 62.0 28 500 000

6x4xl/2 37 105 62 075 36.1 66.3 29 075 000

6x4x5/8 33 500 56 650 34.5 67.9 29 000 000

6x4x3/4' 32 175 63 225 37.5 62.0 28 730 000

8x4xl/2 41 460 66 800 32.0 60.5 29 100 000

8x4x3/4 32 450 57 415 40.8
I

67.0 29 250 000
, I

8x4xl 32 000 60 780 40.6 I 65.3 29 000 000
I

2. Seat Angle Tests - Series A

(a) The size and make~up of the test specimens is

shown in T'able II, columns 2 to 5 inclusive. The test results

are given in the remaining porti on of the table. and In--'£-a.b-le

~. All these specitnetls wel"e v~e'ldeo With a Iigntly-~ted-

---' mA' Q' it t to lib at'Vr.Lre, .. loS l:BllOVvnO we el'S asal'e w~r .

(b) ~.iil~~iRg Mille "t:e01t:;j H1h,'p might be well

to point out the general procedure of observation. As men

tioned' previously the instruments were removed shortly after

the deformations became disproportionate to the load incre

ments, and either the loading rig was adjusted to the next



{;'uAJr3. 0 ;. t-o 1>"V~ 2,0 h ("".;-~~
succeeding testl\or the loading was continued to the comple

tion of the test. The first obeervation usually was a scal-

ing of the whitewash on the fl1UnZ O!'~ ~;'~~

both angles simUltaneously. Thes.e ~erva~~-in ~_.
v- ;t.... J4..,~ 1'1t

column 6, Table II. The load couldfthen be increased approxi-
J.

mately 17% when scaling of the whitewash on the top end of

thewel~would~eobserved,generally on only one of
• 6~/~~Oj

the welds, but this ~iele~ occurred in two or
~

more welds simultaneously .. These ebeepvat10na are presented

in column 7, Table II. .~O~ there· was a redistri

bution of stress and the load could tb IS be increased approxi-
•

mately 20%,- at which load, _(column 8, Table II) one or more

of the welds would show a visible crack at the top end ex

tending from the root of the weld outward (in many cases at

an angle of approximately 300 with the end of the angle rather

tha.n directly across the throat section). From this point on

t,h~ load increased slowly while the deformation was rapi~

w~ the weld slowly tearing With the increase in deformation.

There usually occurred seve~~~s of yield when the head

of the machine could not follO~~f~sl :Z:gh, but these seemed

to have no significance. The final load column 9, Table II

is that load at which the test was stopped and is significant

to the extent-that the spe-ciman refused to accept any further

load without excessi va deformatio~~~neral~~ the g~p // ~_ /'
~~~~,~~,

between the plate and the heel of the angle was 3/8" i?(' A

typical speCimen at the completion of the test is shown in

Fig!.
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TABLE II

n. est Results of Series A Specimens Having Bare Wire Welds

f' Specimen Size of Weld Data Lever Load Per Angle (Pounds) J
. No. Angles Fillet! Total Arm at Scaling Scaling ! Crack inl Final '
Il' Size I Length Failure of Fillet at Top End Top Bnd "~. Load

inches in~hAS! inchAs ;n~hA!O! of Angle of \FIeld ofWe1d!j-----_+_-..;..---~~~IW=1.I_~~~f_l_~~~...;::.::~==__I_=-.-.;.:.;::;.:.;:::...-_1_-=-==-i__----_t

I (1) (2) (3) j! (4) (5) (6) (7) I (8) I (9)
!---.:.-...::..-+-_....:.-..:.--+-......:.---=--+-...:.-..:..-I---.:...~-+--..:.--:.--+------t-----7------:

! A 443-1 4x4xl/2 3/8 'I 8 1.2" 29 950 28 550 29 325 ,I 30 430 ·I~
2 4x4xl/2 3/8 I 8 2. OU 16 800 21 00'0 rc 22- 225 I 31 250
3 ,4X4Xl/2 3/8; 83.0" 10 400 12 350/ 13 470 i 13 470

A 444-1 4x4x1/2 1/2! 8 1.2" -- 32 000)' 3,9 000 39 380
2 ! 4x4x1/2 1/2 I 8 2. a" 18 850 18 500 24 000 I 24 000 Ii

3 4x4xl/2 1/2 8 3.0" 10 100 10 000 11 250 13 840
a-I 4x4x1/2 1/2 I 4 1.2" -- 35 900' 45 800.1 52 230

A 463-1 4x4x3/4 3/8 I! 8 1.2u 71 0.00 89 500 100 000 112 250 I
A 464-1 I 4x4x3/4 1/2,' 8 1.2" ''''3 000 91 000 101 000' 133 835 I:

A 466-1 14x4X3/4 3/4' 8 1.2" 67 500 116 250 1.176 500 185 500'1

A 643-1 'II 6x4xr/2 3/8 12 i .2" -- :53 800· 38 550 41 65~ I
A 644-1 6x4x1!2 1/2 12 1.2" 37 000 40 500" 46 000 67 305

X-I II 6x4x1/2 1/2 12 1.2" 22 250 40 500 44 150 67\ 500
Y-l . 16X4Xl/2 1/2 12 1.2" 25 800 40 800 43 700 . 78 000 ,"

~
l A 654-1 6x4x5/8 1/2 '12 1.2" 53 675 60 550 74 700 I 98 300

., II,i A 655-1 !6x4Jt5/8 5/8 12 1.2" 57~ 000 84 500 102 000" j:: '116 000
A 664-1 '6x4x3/4 1/2 '12 1.2" :,00 000 / ~~~~~~- 136 300 I 183 200 .

A 843-1 8x4x1/2 3/8 I' 16 1.2" 49 000 53 000 74 350' i i98 375
A 844-1 8x4x1/2 1/2 16 (1.2" 53 000 63 000 74 030 I 82 050

'!
A 864-1 18X4X3!4 1/2 16 '1.2'.', 87 250' 112 500 132 000 I 174 100
A 884-1 . 8x4x1 II! 16 1.2" 137 500., 145 000 164 500 204 000

. -2 !8x4xl 1/2 I 16 2.0" 55 GOO., 84 000 120 500 -I 140 150

~ I -3 !8x4x1 1/2 I! 16 3.0"':':36,.150 1480005145°163175
. 886-1 ,: 8x4x1 3/4 16 1.2" 1~7 '500 i 145 000 I 170 000 230 900

, r-1-_A ..,.-.!-__--:-_-----:._----J.._----'i--_---:-.L--_~...:------.l.------.l

oI J
rv
o
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'-
Fig. - Typical Specimen at

Completion of Test. ~

Specimen A 443-2 ~

(c) ~1ImE!~~e;;;~~2.Eedeflection

of the outstanding leg~were plottedJusing total load as

ordinates and observed deflections under the load point as

abscissas. In all cases the resulting load-deflection curve

was a straight line up to a definite yield point when the
~~ratio of the applied load to the deflection becf!'me lilUe1Y - - -- /"

r the load point for

the initial

in column 7. Columns

the whitewash on the angle

ral consistently agree. The

It will

deflections

I II shows the load~ ~ch the
y

load-deflection curv"'; was 50% greater

wo is

Sofftal!er. C

slope of

than the

are somewhat below

varying loads belcw the yield point

sc~led (column 6)

ratio

3 and
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TABLE III

Test R~sults of Series A Specimens (Bare '~Jire VIelds)
,----:;.;..

, , .._-"..~,,"
Group specimenl Deflecttonof out. Yield Point Load

No. No ~ . stancHng Leg Under .._-'.~_~M~__.-=-._

! Load. Point Inspec -\ Scaling Ratio
r--Loadper I -Deflection tion of of '~fhite-Col. 6

Angle ' Curves :wash to
1bs, inches 1bs. i 1bs. - Col. 5

(4: )
,

(7 )( 1) ( 2) (3) (5 ) ( 6)
4x4 Angles

A 443-1 20 000 .0083 -- 29 950 --
I A 444-1 20 000 .0059 I -- -- --

A 444a-l 20 boo .0071 27 500 -- --
-.. -"-'- _......,---- . .- . .._. 1--,-,-" _._.- ..

A 443-2 14 boo .0175 -- 16 800 --
2 A 444-2 14 000 .0,U55 17 500 18 850 1.08

A 444a-2 14 000 .0145 11 000 I-- --
,t-/- '/.,>11.._._-

A 443-3 6 000 .0295 -- 10 400 --
3 A 444:-3 6 000 .0260 7 000· 10 ioo 1.44

A 444a-3 6 000 .0250 6 '250 -~ --
.. . : . fa (,;~S

A 465';;;1 50 000 .0108 -- 71 000 --
4 A 464-1 50 000 .0050 60 000· 73 000 1.22

A 466-1 50 000 .0100 52 500 67 500 1.29. 60 000

A 463-2 25 000 .0118 26 000 -- --
5 A 464-2' 25 000 .0089 21 500 -- --

A 466-2 25 000 .0087 23 000 -- --
..... ~ S-c 0

---"'-"-".

A 463-3 10 000 .0098 12 400 -- --
6 A 464-3 10 000 .0095 14 500 -- --

A 466-3 10 000 .0063 12 000 -- --,
, :, 0 0 u·

Average 1.26
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TABLE III (C ant. )

GrouJ":pe ~ imen

-------- ..~_ .._-----_.._~ -~._~ -~-- ... ,-

I I, I
Deflection of Out- i Yield Point Load

~""I
i

No. No. standing Leg Under 1
---p'.~~r Anglei

_~Q_~~LPoint __." ___.____ r-Inspec - I Scaling Ratio
- I,oad per Deflectionpn of ! of "'hite- Col.6

Angle Curves I wash to
1bs. _ inches 1bs. 1bs. Col. 5

. -- ._._-------- .-- ..

( 1) ( 2) (3) _ (4) (5) ( 6 ) ( 7)
-

6x4 Angles

A 643-1 20 000 .0059 -- -- --
7 A 644-1 20 000 .0050 31 000 37 000 1.19

A 644X-l 20 000 .0043 31 000 22 250 ;}

A 644Y-1 20 000 .0045 26 750 25 800 ....~
-_.

A 643-2 14 000 .0147 -- -- --
8 A 644-2 14 000 .0140 15300 -- --

f} &JR:8. /1 RRR .Ri-1R t~ ~~R -- ---- --
A 643-3 6 000 .0230 -- -- --

9 A 644-3 6 000 .02051 7 500 -- --
A 644X-3 6 000 .0160 7 500 -- --
A 644Y-3 6 000 .0222 7 500 -- --.._---- ----------I-

_. ._--.

10 A 654-1 35000 .0061 39 oqo 53 675 1.37
A 655-1 35 000 .0039 44 000_ 57 000 1.29

4-1 4-JV I_.._--

11 A 654-2 25 000 .0160 20 500 -- --
A 655-2 25 000 .0130 25 500 -- ---~:':! (;) d n

, -z.. ,"l·r

12 A 654-3 6 000 .0135 10 250 -- --
A 655-3 6 000 .0127 14 000 -- ---

'- A 664-1 70 000 .0070 78 000 100 000 1.28
13 A 664 -2 30 000 .0092 37 000 -- --

A 664 -3 20 000 .0245 20 500 -- --

Average 1.28
L-_~-L.---~------l..------..l----------------'

* Scaling of whitewash at low loads because of local yield
ing due to short length of rollers.
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!
Group Specimen Deflection 'of out"'I~.x.t.<?)..£..po.!gt_1oa.9.~..£.El.r.Ang1~_..

No. No. standing Leg Under . Inspec-: Scaling IRatio
_: Load.~EoinL_"_1 tion of I of 1!lhite-~01.6

Load per Def1e6- I Curves wash to
Angletion Ibs .1bs . 01.5
Ibs. inches . .. .

.•.a.-___.._

i --------.- _ .....-
( 1 ), ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6)' (7)

.. '~"'- 1--.... .-
.. - ,",-

8x4 Angles
'.

14 D843-1 40 000 .0093 42 000 49 000 1.17
A 844-1 40 000 . .0078 45 000 53 000· 1.18 ,

.-"-- '--"---1-..._ •.._'--.' 1---_. .. ..

15 A 843-2 20 000 .0197 24 000 --" --
A 844-2 20 000 .0176 . 23· 000 ' -- . --

. ..

16 I-A 843-3 6 000 .0230 10 000 -- --i A 844-3 6 000 .019.5 11. 000i -- --_·..~-·-:I '---' , .. c_
~-~-

l~
864-1 50 000 .0031 8!f=500. 87 250 1.00

17 864-2 30 000 .0095 31 250 -- --
A $64-3 . 15 000 .0285· . 20 000 -- --

18 A 884~1 100 000 ;0077 125 00.0 137 500 1.10
A 886-1 100 000 .00p4 1118 750 137 500 1.16-

,'1-. le;O 0 .

. '19 A 884-2 60 000 .0127 63 120 55 000 0.87
A 886-2 60 000 .0099. 66 250 --, .. , ,., .. ,...

-'f , -
20 A.884-3 20 000 .0100

I
22 500 36 150 1.61

A 886"'3· 20 000 .0096 27 500 -- -.:.
'b.~' <.100

I
Average .. 1.16

I
I

___:-..J-__.. _ ....____.........._.__.... - .-- ..............__.. ____1..__.__. -
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e obtained. These re-

only the size of the

(d) The observations of the strains in the top end

of the welds by means of the rensometers were not entirely
,~~.-/ r1f Z._#~

satisfactory because ~hi6A msrteJity Jost.e (14.5/0) ~--GY

~~function" due to the~Ongestion~ i'R01sraliteu'5s
~~ .

~ gther appgpe~~t this location. There was some spread

between the readings of the individual tensometers on the

same specimen, (71% of the readings were within 20% of the

average), giving some indication of the localized nature of

the strains and possibly the locked-up stresses due to the

welding. No cor~elation between these results and the method

of welding seems possible. It was noted that as the load was

increased to the yield point the portion of the load assumed

by each weld, as measured by the tensometers, became nearly

equal. It was further noted that when the four tensometer

readings were averaged

"load as ord inates, see

straight lines up to a

and plotted as abscissas against the
g the

Fig. ~,,,resultant curves were 'again

yie ld point.

(e) The observations of the five tensometers on

the lower edge of the vertical leg,of the angle were plotted

against the load per angle. Figure ~" a typical curve shows

the downward defle~tion of the ends of the seat angle under

lever arms 1.2, 2j Oand 3,Oinches, and the center deflections

under a lever arm of 1.2 inches. The lip" and "q" intercepts

=J;;(+~E~~~;F~.:Ef'.
~~~~~JIKeb-(~
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/
fore \~ble IV has been prepared showing these value~or

all tes~s~ The slopes of the straight portion o~the curve

are also rC1Uded. An explanation of this formh,f curve

will be attem~ted in the discussion to fOllOW!

TEST RES\I.TS OF DOWNWARD DEFLECT ION OF ANGIE

" See also Fig.7~--
\ /nownwardTotal Deflection

Specimen at~nds of Ap.{gle at Center of Angle

"p" ~
f "q" SlopeNo. 9,lope

# Load per mirllionths # Load per millionths
Angle ,per Kip Angle per Kip

( 1) ( 2 ) r>( ( 3) ( 4) ( 5)

A 443-2 3 200 \27.3 1 800 108.0

444-2 2 000 93.0. 20.0

443-3 1 400 117.0

A 463-1 28/fJOO 45.8 12 900 85.3

464-1 43.2 4 300 71.82· 000

466-1 18 500 32.0 11 200 88.0

A 655-1 14 000 23.2 9 000 65.0

A 664-1 21 000 29.2 FAl rED

",

84
3
-/

20 000 19.5 FAI~D

844-1 11 000 16.0 5 300 42.8

8641 a 24.5 a 50.4

\ 48.28r-1 66 250 36.5 27 000
...

60 500 34.6 45 600 '\886-1 .55.8
I -

_.
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3., Full Size Tests ~,/Series B. ~eytests ~

,~ made~ under'this ~~fies as follows:

B 444 Test No.1 in Which the beam was lo~ded at

fhe center, with a concentra£ed' load. The yield point of the

beam was reached at 85,000 lb. total load, corresponding to
, '

a maximum utiii stress of 31,360 lb. per sq.Hi. in the beam.

'Since no d1str~ss was evident at the b~~ni set1ts !1ridlt was
." ,

libt des:l.fied to harm the 109.chtig b~am..J. the io!1d was released
. , ,~~,

and quarter~point loading was ~ovlde~. This set-up is shown
. (f-

in· Fig ./4~ .
.

B 444 Test No~2 was the same set~up as Test No.~

except that the loads' were applied at the qua~ter points and

the loading was carried on until the welds failed .

B 643 was a similar test with quarter-point loading

using the same loading beam but replacing the stub columns

d,.J~~
• iCY')-

dovmwurd deflection

of the outstanding leg were plotted against the applied load.

The resulting load deflection curves are straight lines up to

the load at which the whitewash on the beam web at its junc- .

tion witq tqe lower flange scaled. F~S &b~ve~ he

deflection increased more rapidly than the 10ad.~T~ble~lLi- -~~
,lines 5 and 6 present eeprespo~d1~g valu&6 It is

necessary here to consider~ relative stiffness of t~e~ ,

and the angle. In th~ the beam was very stiff B:;d the. ~K, ,

angle fte3ti13l-e, So that while the reaction at the beginning •

of the test 'was supposedly uniformly distributed over the
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outstand'ing leg, upon the application of the load the slope

of the outstanding leg of the angle was greater than that of
~

the end of the beam.. ~Il the reaction became concentrated

near the end of the bea~ This increased the vertical shear
~~ ~tV'~~

ing stress t6tA, ~J'I sec pn which soon reached the yield
~ ·e II '/, ' ~~~ Jh ~~

POit~~~~..t i9.1,~.. the centeJ' of 4:1;'8 aealll>

t.o carry1\ thtlO$.d) and thus mov;i the line of the resultant

reaction further out on the angle.teW-EllCls the e-e.Pter ~ the\

~. This increase in the
~.v~

prop.ort ionate deflections

aC,counts for the dis-
....,~~_. ~ rw-e6-.

~"%ope of the at i'a1ghb"-l,e va~1:lo.s 00 lnLet'cep p anne

The tensometer measurements of the downward deflec-
~

t ion of the angle obtained at the ot her ~ when plot ted

against the tot hat of Fig~.

p1;!,<~or:!o:'t~3looI<o;Q........a...r....e.....-:~en in ±rne:s==r-r=an*1 1£, ''f'~
, ....!---'"

~he deflections of the center of the beam checked

with the calculated deflections within one per cent, thus

showing the negligible stiffening effect on the beam of the

outstanding leg of the seat angle.

The Whittemore gage ~adings taken to show stresses

in the lower flange of the loading beam and the slip, if any,

between the seat angle and the loading beam, showed much

greater strains than the common beam formula leads one to ex-

pect at these points. These readings are plotted against

the load in Fig~iand an explanation is given in the discus

sion to follow. The level bar indicated that the columns

tilted toward the center proportionally as the load was ap-
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plied. This slope was 0.0379 and 0.0402 from the vertical
. '

for B 444 Test No.2 and B 643 respectively, at a total load

of 120,000 lb. B 444 Test No.1 showed a slope of 0.0430 at

tests of the tensile specimens cut from the different

sizes of angle,s which were used in the investigation. It is

..s

V. DISCUSSION

noted that the material in all the angles complied with the

requirements for structural steel (A.S.T .M. Specification A9-33).

ing of the whole end connection became general is given in

column 10.

The yield point: st~ess varied from 32000 to 41460 lbs. per

square inch and the ultimate strength from 56650 to 66800 lbs.

90,000 lb. total load.

The load at 'which the angle yielded is given in
"'~

line 7 of Table~, the yield point and the load at crack of

the weld in lines 8 and 9, and the final load at which yield-

per square inch.

The results of the qual~fication tests of the welds

in Section III-Ie and indicate that the results

;tf,Series A - The relationship of the variables as

stated in section 111-2 will be discussed in order. These

factors affect both the angle and the weld and the effect on

each will be evaluated.
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B (Bare Wire Welds)

TABE
RESULTS OF TESTS - Series

.. II
(a) Figure ~ shows the relation between the lever

.-

"r-~----'------'------- !i Line

1-- . -

. (1) Specimen No. I I B 444 B 444 7)f><!.JiTest No.1 Test No .2 B 643--- ..•

(2 ) Size of Angle in. 4x4xl!2 4x4x1/? 6x4xl/2......
-

(3 ) Weld Fillet Size in. 1/2 1/2 3/8
..

(4 ) Data! Length in. 8 8 8
-

(5 ) Scaling of Web of Beam
at Tens ion Flange lbs. 30 000 40 000 19 500

-

.(6 ) Yield Point from Inspec-
tion of Curves lbs . 27 750 45 000 22 560

..

(7 ) Scaling on Fillet of
Angle lbs. 45 000 51 500 28 000

(8 ) Scaling' at Top End of
"'leld lbs. 40 000 48 500 33 500

( 9) Crack in Top End of Weld Ibs. -- 54 500 59 000
.

(10) Final Load 1bs. 45 000 60 000 62 500

4·1--1~}-...!!-p!!.-I,eaG-fj€?l?-kng"l"e' • -l;e,s-:-~._._.. - -3-§0e-1-7-2'<:10- ,.
./ ..

(12 )s..1-Q.p.e--m-i-1*1-i·0.p.>i:!x~~ .. ......-...-_--:.,.,..".,,'...."""" --p'er-Ki"'p··= .. I I _.: .. .'" "'7613~-8'Y'4- w
I' ,

I i 1 I I
_J

arm and the yield point strength of the angles, using the

yield points presented in column 5, Table III as ordinates

and the lever arm as abscissas. The parabolic shapfr of the

curves shows that the outstanding leg may be considered as a

cant ilever beam whose length is the distanc~ from the junction

of the fillet of the angle with the lower surface of the out

standing leg to the point of application of the load, providing





that the load point is out beyond this junction .. of the fillet

and the outstanding leg by at .least the. thickness of the angle.

If the load point is within the above limits, the assumption.

of cantilever action no longer holds true and yield point·

stress ocours "on the fillet of the angle at a lesser external

~oad than that which would cause yield point stress due to

c.antilever bending alone. The photoelastic analysis shows

that th;:::f.~aximum principle stress composed of the bend- ,

ing and vertical sheari}l!l stresses ..... "i-The p~int of /Cfj
~ 1fA/. .

maximum stnessl\approXimately one-thir~ of the distance around

the fillet measuring from the junction of the fillet wi th the

outstanding leg. Observation of the scaling of the Whitewash

on the fille"t of the angle substantiates this conclusion.
11/

Figure ~ shgws the effect of the lever arm on the

strength of the weld. The ordinates are the values in column 7,

Table II. Here the product of the load times the lever arm

tends to remain constant, assuming the effective lever arm· as

the distance from the ~the angle to ,the ce~ter of the

rolle~ minus half the dimens 1Qn%~"~ fil~. It ls a,

matter of obser1aJCo~t~~'tral axis is consider~bi¥

above the midhelght"but it was not practical to measure the

location of this point.. It i.s probable that its location

varied somewhat with the lever arm and with the load itself ..
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(b) A compafison of specimens A 644-1, ,A 644X-l
J but

and A 644Y-l all With lever arms of 1.'2 inches A in which the

load was applied respectively over the full length of the

angle, through a roller one inch iong centered on the out-
, .~

standing leg and through a roller three inches long centered

on the outstanding leg, shows negligible effects ort the

strength of the weld due to this concentration of load.

Neither was the downWard deflection of the outstanding leg

nor the observed yie1d point of the angle greatiy affected,

but there was considerable local yielding immediately under

the shorter rollers. From this test we may assume that varia-

In

increase

variation

moment i(n ~~dl;;wr~ ~

changes~f at~~~
I:)
~ shows the effect of the length of the

The ob-

(c) Figure

yield-point load of the angles.

Yield-point" are corrected for
'''''~?Ih~

in the value of the Yi?l~pointtAas given in Table I.

general the carrying cape.city of the angle did not

vertical leg on the

served~

tions in the bending

introduces but small

directly with the lens'c!:! of vertical leg and in some cases

there is a decrease in the yield~~oint load for the longer

vertical legs. The trend i3 not~ well marked and it seems

~W S'i that the length of the vertical .leg has only a. sma.ll

effect if any on ~~ yield~Joint load of the angle .

. Figure ~ shows ~effectt of the length of the

vertical leg on the~ POin~gtfi of the wold. Only

the 1/211 angles with the 3/8 and 1/2 inch welds and 3/4"

angles with 1/2 inch welds are available for comparison and
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in all cases the increase in the strength of the weld is

noticeable with the longer vertical legs. It should be noted
~

that this increase in carrying capacity of the~ is not

proportional to the increase in the length of the vertical

I~
(d) Figure ~ shows the relationship between the

thickness 0bJhe angle and the load carried at the yield

pOi~;"1,.,corrected for variations in the yield point of

the material. These curves are ~ nearly parabolas of the

second degree again showing that the outstanding leg acts

very nearly as a cantilever beam.

Figure 14 shows the relationship between the strength

of the weld and the thickness of the angle. The curve for the
... /.,. '1. 1 ' •

6x4 angles is a second, degree

angles varies by approximately

parabola while that of the 8x4

l2'fo/~~"~~.
In this discussion attention should be called to

the effect of the thickness of the angle on the type of weld

failure. The vertical leg of the angle will bend outward in

the top part thus causing a large amount of tension in the

top end of the weld and the weld will fracture soon after

the angle yields. However with heavy angles and light welds

at the 1.2 inch lever arm a different kind of failure occurs.
, . ;

The angle will yield as before and the weld will fracture at

the top end, but tpe additional load necessary to continue

deflection of the angle i~ so ~reat as to overstress the weld

in shea~ and the final, failure will be one in shear throughout

the fUll length of the weld. There are good indications that
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the ultimate strength of the weld is first reached in the

top inch but failure over the full length occurs suddenly.

Specimens A 463-1, A 464-1, A 664-1, and A 884-1 failed in

this way at weld stresses of 14,030, 16,700, 15,270, 12,870 lb.

per linear inch respectively. Specimen A 466-1 is a border 4

line case, being on the point of failure in shear at a stress

of 23,200 lb.per linear inch. It will be noted that in these
which was

cases the weld stress at final load~obtained simply by divid-

ing the final load by the total length of weld, approached and

in some cases exceeded the ultimate strength ordinarily as-
I

signed to those welds. Figure shows A 844-1 a typical

example of this type of failure.

..

17
Fig.~ - Typical Example of Weld

Failure in Shear
Specimen A 884-1
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(e) Effect of Size of Weld. (1) Specimens A 443---------'-
and A 444 may be compared under this heading. The ultimate

load per inch of weld was 33% greater for the 1/2" than that

of the 3/8" weld which is the nominal increase due to;t.ncreased

fillet size, while the ratio of the yield-point 10a1~is~ht
ly less. However, this was only so at the 1.2 lever arm. At

the 211 lever arm the 1/211 weld was only 8% stronger while at

the 3 lt lever arm this difference disappeared entirely.

(2) Specimens A 463, A 464 and A 466 may likewise

be compared. The specimen With the 1/2" weld shows an increase

in strength of 19% (should be 33%) over that wi th the ,3/8"

weld; the specimen With the 3/4" weld shows an increase in

strength of 39% (should be 50%) over that with the 1/2u weld.

In e~ch case the final loads are compared since the type of

failure was similar.

(3) In comparing specimens A 643 and A 644, the 1/2"

weld shows a superiority of only 15% (shou~d be 33%) over the

3/8" we Id at 1.2 lever arm.

(4) On the other hand specimens A 654 and A 655 the

5/8u weld shows a superiority of 37 % (should be 25%) over the

1/2 lt weld.

(5) A comparison of spe'J imens A 843' and A 844 shows

a 19% (should be 33%) increase in load at the yield point of

the 1/2" weld over the specimen with the 3/8lt weld. For some

unexplainable reason both the 3/8" and 1/211 welds cracked at

the same applied load, while the final load on the specimen

with the 1/2" weld was even less than that on the sr:;e cimen

With the 3/8" we ld .
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(6) Specimens A 884-1 and A 886-1 showed no marked

difference in either 'the yield point or ultimate strengths,

whereas A 886-1 should have been 50% stronger than, A 884-1 .

. A 886-1 failed premature~y due to poor fusion at the top,~nds

,
of the welds for a depth of approximately three-eighths of

an inch.

Summing up the data concerning the effect &f weld

size" it ,appears that the results are rather scattered. It

seems safe to say that weld size does effect the stre~gth of

the connection but not in -direct proportion to the increase

in size.

It is evident from th~. economic standpoint that

the weld size should be kept as small'as possible. Compari

son of the 1/2 inch with the 3/8 inch welds shows that whiie

the strength increases 33% both material and labor :t,ncrease

about 78% for the larger weld. '

(f) Generai Remark~ - ~tis to be noted in Table II

,that the rosults obtainod from specimen A 443.,.1 are somewhat

low as compared to those of later specimens. This is due-to

the outward. deflection of the vertical arms 'of the loading 

rig allowing the lever arm of the load to increase and caus~

ing a lowered carrying capacity over that normally expected.

A 444a is a special specimen having a length of weld

_of on~y ~,; two inches at each end of the angle. These welds

cracked at the top in the accustomed manner and upon further'

addition of load continued to tear until the shearing area was

so reduced that one ot the angles split off entirely. Figure
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shows the result of this test, the upper part of the weld

n~ar the heel of the angle exhibiting the typical tension

fracture while the lower part exhibits the silky texture of

shear failure,

~
Fig. - Failure of Specimen

A 444a-l

The high values of A 843-1 and A 844-1 are due

primarily to the high yield-point strength of the material.

size of the

lieved that

curve is due to

two types.

for Fig rt is as follows. It is be-

the on of the

load increases.
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of

and if'

this

lever

the case.

less significance

and this too is the case as nearly. as can be

column.

Those which are ~\by the camp

thiertiCaj leg, wh ch in

loadothese forces may e c~nsideTed

to between two- enths and three... I ns of the com-

reaction and thei ». ne of upward. on

frictional l'

and expands o

and

fric ional

for e we find

we

the

2. Series B - In discussing the results of the few

tests made<ts J~~w in this series certain general phenomena

will be poin.ted out which are not entirely explainable. Con

sideration must first be given to the action of the bea~ end

in transferrin~he load to the seat angle ... ,Figure If! shows

the strain lines ofa typical failure of this type. Since
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the beam flange is qui.te heavy relative to the outstanding

leg of the angle, the reaction was concentrated near the very

end of the beam causing a rapid increase in shearing stress

at t~~tion of the flange and the web and subsequent yield

in~at a lew load. At the same time, the outstanding leg of

the seat angle deflected downward as under the action of this

load concentrated near the end of the beam, being restrained

only to a slight degree by the fillet welds connecting the

flange to the outstanding leg. The toe of the angle at the

center pulled away from the bottom surface of the flange to

such an extent that at 100,000 lb. total load it was possible

to insert a feeler 0.040 inches thick between the flange and

the toe of the angle for a distance approximately 1-1/4 inches.

This threw considerable stress in the tack welds and Q~~~

~ slight cracks were noticeable in. the near ends of them.

As the web yielded near the end of the beam, it borrowed on

adjacent web and flange material for assistance and tne=@~
.~

fff ~Ia.lb, a£ the reaction tended to move ~eward ~fie gen~a~~

~ bel.u; thus in·creasing the deflection of the outstanding leg
-

considerably. The point at which this deflection ceased to be

proportional to the applied load c6rresponds generally with

the observed yielding of the beam web, while the yield point

of the angl~ as -dotermined by a slope of the curve fifty per

cent greater than the original slope/corresponds generally

with the observed scaling of the whitewash on the angle fillet.
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Fig.l - Series B Specimen Showing
Strain Lines and Typical

Failure



Figure~a shows the strains set up in the lower

flange of the loading beam as determined by the Whittemore

gage. The strains measured in this manner are greatly in

excess of those which would be expected at the center of the

gage length by the common beam theory. A possible explana

tion is that the yielding of the beam web referred to above

had the same effect as a slit in the web of the beam, thus

causing this section to act independently of the main body

of the beam and increasing the stress in the lower flange.

Figure/lib shows the relative motion between the

flange and the outstanding leg of the angle. The end of the

beam pulled away fr.om the heel of the angle thus inducing

considerable· stress in the tack welds between the flange.and

the outstanding leg. The restraint offered by these welds

may also account for the high measured strains in the beam

flange. This pull towards the center also accounts for much

of the tipping of the columns in this direction. ~I1S tipPing'

~b~ly relie4l'ed some of'the strains on the vfeld-s--a::&. the

'-ends of 'the angles ana may account fOr' the slightlY hlgtrtrr

"i1Ql.'IJ€S tfi8:t v~elte obtained when comparison is mad e 'JIf.tth simllafr

If B 444 is compared with A 444-1, its companfbn,

we note the following: . Yielding of the angle in the Series B

test occurred at 45,300 lb. as compared to ·approximately 30,000

lb. in the test of Series A at 1.2u lever arm. This is due to

the fact that the resultant reaction of the beam acted closerIi. .
to the heel of the angle than 1.2 inches. From Fig.1 we con-
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clude that load carrying capacity increases rapidly as the

lever arm is decreased, hence this-resultant reaction probably

acts somewhere between 1 and 1;2 ihehes from the heel of-the

angle. Simila.r rea.soning will acc ount for -the high strength

of the welds.

Specimens B643 and A 643-1 may also be compared.

Yielding of the angles occurred at a load of 28,000 Ibs. in

Series B test and at approximately 29,000 Ibs. at,the 1.2 ft

lever arm_in, Series A test. Scaling of the whitewash- on the

top end of the welds, first occurred at a load of 33,500 Ibs.

in Series B tests corresponding to a like phenomenon on the

companion specimen at 33,BOO lbs. in Series A... re...pIui'e~
~neiden9e.. From the above compartsons it seems safe to as- ~, I

sume that the position of the resultant reaction was quite

·close to 1,.2 inches from the heel of the angle .

The end of the beam was set 7/8 inch from the face

of the column in order to get the worst condit ion probable in

pract ice. -" This figure was arrived at in the following, manner.

Specifications permit beams to be cut to the detailed length
-

plus or minus 3/8 inch. - Design practice allows f or a c lear-

ance of 1/2 inch between each end-of the beam and the column.

Any deviation from detailed length should be taken up sym~

metrically in laying out the beam; thus a maximum gap of II/16 ft

is possible. However, the layout is often made from one end

which gives a pa,ssible gap of 7/8" at the other end.
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m~·1~~.
'From these tests I?, tl~e', fOl10Wing{~lusiOi,.o .'

may be made:

'1. The strength of £i.' seat angle connection with ~eias

at the end~ of. the vertical l~g ~f the angles varieD! roughly

as' the, square of the thickne;ssof the angle, d:ire~tly 'as the
~ ,

effect::i.ve 'lever arm. of the resultant reactiori, and':kS" influ- •

enced py the" length of the 'vertitalle'g of the angle, and the
. , .

s :l.ze of the weld .~~-6's.i..g:~~e-M!;}ee-st:l0'U-1e-t:&k<e-a'&he,s~~ae.~.p~
. ~":.;'

'. '~rrs-rd'""ir&t4eH'l ~ , (

.2. Vertical shear hat/o~lY a ~iight .effect on' the
; "~. ',' ,

strength of the we Id unless the· angle -:liB"" thick enough' so that

theT. be~ding d~flection' of the' <vertical leg ~redu6ed to a

minimum, :Ln which case'the vertical shear i~ a criterion.
, .

. However, even in this case the tops ·~f the welds were found
,.' .. .

, ,.\

.}o be most highly s~ro3Sod and failed first. '

'3. Tpe center~! 'of rotation' fo;' the "calc~lat i01?- of
5.N:~'~ ,~ .' ~<-J .

the r&S'"i=Slt'an'ce of the weld Wg,1?e not ~e'd' in these test~

but it was eVident~~~~h&jJ~ot at the mldheight of the
f~~t;p "

weld. 'Pfl'&y A.pAE>~~ vary with the effective lever arm of the

.applied load and with the load itself.
, ~

4~ No ef'fect on the strength of the connection ~~

'.poteowith respect to ,concentration of load 10ngitudina.1ly

over 'varying lengths of the outstanding' le~eX:.cePt a 10~al,

yielding di~~;ct1Y under the point ~f a.pp1ication of the load ~

'i)he autstm:.dirig leg seemft ad iS~"1bute the c on~entrate d load

~othat the res~l~ant moment hag( the same effect on th~ ~el~s
" I

~s if the load were. spread o'ver the fU.ll length 0 fthe angle •

• t

j -;
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.. 5. The Qut stand ing leg acl/as a eanti lever beam
i'. . 1'1'1.1 .

so long as the load ~~ applied near the tee. The weakest

sectiorl~herefore at the junction of th~ fillet of the

angle l1nd the outstanding leg. As the load moveRih toward

the he~l of the tingle ~ true cantilever adticin~rePla..cedby

a combination of bending and vertical sheatiing stress giving

a point. of maximum principle .stressonthe fillet of the angle',

·6. In'creas'e in s'ize of weld increase4thestrength

of the :connectiori b~t not i'h proportion to the ga.~n in weid
~. . . .

strength~ .ifUrtherynore·, the added strength of the. connection
~ts far less than the inc.rease in welding costs. Blconoinical1y

.
then it would be' des irable to ,keep the.. weld as small as pos-·

... #
7. The strength of the conn~ not increase

markedly with the length of weld. It ~&-V~~b~ul~that the

weld neeaJenlY be slightly longer than~eCessary to' prevent

shear failu~e, figured simply as the total load divided by

length of. weld. ~,:t-awaaI!s wz.1.Q..an.t_'t1=la.t.-t~e-1uen&~»g-mE)m&&t.Sr

.A3-&t-'tl:'~eJ..&-ne-af"~I'&e.-~abJ..e-Sot-P&8'&&&-t.e-t.Ae-l-€?we.P-lD'e.lit.iD:o....o.J:1>

- ,~M-J~ ~-
8. The. failure of uh~~ connection ~ gradual

~' . '
unless the lever arm Y'so small that shear and not bending

predominate~ The we~d gradually pUIJf~aWay from the top al

lowing the angle to bend outward and downward at a rapid rate.

9. The principle lever arm for Series.A was 1.2

inches, which was estimated to be a proper value from consider

ations of the 'maximum possib:j.e gap between the beam and the

column face and t~e-probable position$fthe resultant reaction.
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-between the loading beam and seat angle. This assumption

of a lever arm was rather closely substantiated in the ~

..

•
tests of Series B.

!t?-- The position of the resultant

pendent upon the relative stiffness of the

-.

the ,angle. If the flange is heavy compared with the' out

standing leg of the angle the resultant reaction will be ,near
.....~

the end of the beam and will move ~tha-~~~p-~P-~he

~a1ll"'"as the web yields. If on the other hand, the flange is

light as compared to the angle,. the reaction wfil be' concen

trated near the toe of the angle setting up high stresses in

the outstanding leg and in the weld in comparison to' the

appIie d load. A-s1n:nfrtnrrWtr:rerre-t5e·am-a'U~t'ffe-arrg-:t'e-t'o-;r~&1d.,...

-..:&ae-e-:fofe'e-t'i"ve-1eOll.etr_aIml..e.r-'M:;re-re""su'"rtTant-:r:ea'ct"":t~n·"W6Ura-t''etfa.,, .

'L 0 l5e ae c re-a:-ge-d-a.:n.Lt.b..e-s-t..pe.s.s.e.s-i.-n-1rh~~:fl'g.;ke-a¥ld-j,.t:l--tl~'l'e""'wEt'r:~
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